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Abstract

Recent experiments have demonstrated that intense terahertz (THz) fields can induce a tran-

sition from the quantum paraeletric to the ferroeletric phase of SrTiO3. Here, we investigate

this THz field-induced transient ferroeletric phase transition by solving the time-dependent lattice

Schödinger equation based on first-principles calculations. We find that transient ferroeletricity

originates from a light-induced mixing between ground and first excited lattice states in the quan-

tum paraeletric phase. In agreement with the experimental findings, our study shows that the

non-oscillatory second harmonic generation signal can be evidence of transient ferroeletricity in

SrTiO3. We reveal the microscopic details of this exotic phase transition and highlight that this

phenomenon is a unique behavior of the quantum paraeletric phase.

Ultrafast light-induced dynamics provides attractive physical phenomena beyond the

steady state of materials. Recent studies have shown that driving materials out of their

original equilibrium state can induce complex phase transitions or largely modify properties

and functionalities of materials [1–6]. Theoretical works have suggested that many of these

THz field-induced phenomena are closely related with nonlinear phonon interactions [7–10].

For example, by applying a terahertz (THz) pulse, a high temperature (100 K) superconduct-

ing state has been experimentally observed in K3C60 which exhibits low critical temperature

(30 K) at its ground state [1, 11, 12]. Possible topological phase transitions induced by

THz pulses has also been demonstrated in layered materials such as 1T-WTe2, ZrTe5, and

graphene [13–15]. Another paradigmatic manifestation of the THz-matter interaction is the

transformation of paraeletric SrTiO3 into ferroeletric phase [3, 4].

Unlike other transition metal perovskite materials as BaTiO3 and PbTiO3, at low tem-

perature SrTiO3 does not show a paraeletric-to-ferroeletric phase transition [16–26]. The

origin of this phenomenon lies in the potential energy surface of SrTiO3 along the ferroeletric

soft (FES) mode, which has a shallow double-well potential at the low temperature [24–26].

Despite classically favoring a ferroelectric phase, SrTiO3 remains in the high symmetry phase

due to nuclear quantum fluctuations [25, 26]. The corresponding low-temperature phase of

SrTiO3 is therefore a quantum paraelectric phase. Recent first-principles calculations re-

vealed that both quantum fluctuation and the nonlinear interaction between the FES mode

and lattice strain are required to describe the quantum paraeletric phase in SrTiO3 [26].

The inclusion of these effects enables to computationally reproduce temperature dependent
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properties, such as the energy of the FES mode and the dielectric constant [24, 26]. Rely-

ing on such a first principles description, an optically stabilized ferroeletric ground state of

SrTiO3 in a cavity has been theoretically demonstrated [27].

Here, we investigate the THz field-induced non-equilibrium transient ferroeletricity of

the quantum paraeletric state of SrTiO3 based on a lattice model derived from extensive

first principles calculations [26]. By solving the time-dependent lattice Schödinger-Langevin

equation, we show that a transient ferroeletric state can be obtained in SrTiO3 by illu-

mination with a single cycle THz pulse. We find that this transient ferroelectricity origi-

nates from the mixing between ground and first excited states of the lattice wavefunction.

Based on time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) calculations, we obtain a non-

oscillatory second harmonic generation (SHG) signal and find that it is a signature of the

induced broken symmetry, in agreement with the conclusions drawn from experimental ob-

servations [3, 4]. Lastly, we discuss the conditions of THz pulse frequency and dissipation

rate for the transient ferroeletricity.

By solving a time-dependent lattice Schrödinger-Langevin equation, we investigate the

THz field-induced transient ferroeletric transition from quantum paraeletric SrTiO3 as de-

picted in Fig. 1(a). Recent first principles-based study reported that the quantum paraelet-

ric state in SrTiO3 can be described by the two-dimensional (2D) lattice Schrödinger

equation [26]. The 2D effective potential for quantum paraeletric SrTiO3 consists of FES

mode Qf and the lattice expansion/contraction along the FES mode direction Qc, as

shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). It is constructed from fitting the calculated total energy

as a function of geometry distortions as follows: V̂ FES,c
2D =

∑12
i=1 kf,iQ̂

2i
f +

∑10
j=2 kc,jQ̂

j
c +∑12

i=1

∑10
j=1 kfc,i,jQ̂

2i
f Q̂

j
c [26, 28]. For the DFT total energy calculation, we used the QUAN-

TUM ESPRESSO package with the projector augmented wave method and a plane-wave

basis set with 70 Ry energy cut-off [29]. The electron-electron exchange and correlation

potentials are described through the Perdew-Berke-Ernzerhof functional [30]. We consid-

ered the
√

2×
√

2× 2 tetragonal unit cell for the low temperature phase of SrTiO3 and we

sampled the Brillouin zone with a 6 × 6 × 4 k-point grid. Details on the parameters used

the 2D effective potential energy surface are summarized in the Supplemental Material [28].

To describe the effect of the THz pump pulse on quantum paraeletric SrTiO3, we solved the

time-dependent 2D lattice Schrödinger-Langevin equation i~ d
dt
ψ = Ĥ2Dψ+ γ(Ŝ− < Ŝ >)ψ,

with the Hamiltonian Ĥ2D[Qf , Qc, t] = P̂ 2
f /2Mf + P̂ 2

c /2Mc + V̂ FES,c
2D + Eext(t)ZfQ̂f . The
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FIG. 1. THz field-induced transient ferroeletricity in SrTiO3. (a) Schematic image of the THz

pulse applied to SrTiO3. (b) Schematic image of the atomic displacements involved in the FES

mode (Qf ) and lattice strain (Qc). (c) Two-dimensional potential energy surface of SrTiO3 along

the FES mode (Qf ) and lattice (Qc) coordinates. (d) Time profile of single-cycle THz pulse with

0.5 THz frequency. (e) Time profiles of the expectation value of the FES mode (Qf ) and lattice

(Qc) perturbed by the THz pulse. (f) Variation of the time-averaged lattice density perturbed by

the THz pulse. Red dashed line in (e) is a guide to the eye for the zero value.

effective mass of the FES mode is Mf = 1.76 × 10−25 kg. The mass of the tetragonal

cell is used as the lattice effective mass (Mc =
∑

iMi = 1.22 × 10−24 kg). The γ and

Ŝ[Qf , Qc, t] = arg[ψ(Qf , Qc, t)] are the dissipation rate and the phase of the wavefunction

respectively [31, 32]. We used a dissipation rate of γ = 0.9 THz for the FES mode as reported

by recent spectroscopic measurements [33]. We considered the interaction between the FES

mode and the THz pulse (Hint = Eext(t)ZfQ̂f ) to be linear in the external field strength

and the electric dipole generated by Qf with its Born effective charge (Zf = 36e) calcu-

lated under the dipole approximation. Details on the time-dependent Schrödinger-Langevin

equation are discussed in the Supplemental Material [28].

We simulated the action of a single-cycle THz pulse on the low temperature quantum
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paraeletric state of SrTiO3, choosing it to be resonant with the frequency of the FES mode

(0.5 THz) and with a maximum strength of 375 kV/cm, as shown in Fig. 1(d). This THz

pulse perturbs the quantum paraeletric ground state ψ0(Qf , Qc, t = 0) and induces a vari-

ation in the expectation values of Qf (t) and Qc(t), as shown in Fig. 1(e). It is notable

that the asymmetric potential along Qc provides non-zero value (Qc(t = 0) = 31 mÅ) in

the ground state because of quantum fluctuations [26]. The time-profile of the FES mode

exhibits a non-oscillatory component between 7.5 and 15 ps time period. Because the FES

mode is directly related to the electric polarization of the system (P = ZfQf ), this plateau

indicates that the single-cycle THz pulse induces a transient ferroeletric phase. We also

found that the THz pulse transiently elongates the lattice (Qc), providing a deeper double

well for the FES mode, as shown in Fig. 1(c) [26]. To understand the variation of the 2D lat-

tice state, we evaluated the time-averaged lattice densities (n̄(t1, t0) =
´ t1
t0
|ψ(Qf , Qt, t)|2dt)

for a given period of time, as displayed in Fig. 1(f). In the ground state (t = 0 ps), the

time-averaged lattice density is delocalized over the double well potential along the Qf di-

rection, indicating a quantum paraeletric ground state. At the time delay t = 3.5 ∼ 7 ps, the

applied THz pulse strongly perturbs the lattice density. Upon application of the THz pulse

(t = 7.5 ∼ 14 ps), the lattice density localizes in one of the two wells signaling the emergence

of a transient ferroeletric state. Due to dissipation, the excited state finally returns to the

quantum paraeletric phase (t = 15 ∼ 20 ps).

This THz field-induced ferroeletric transition originates from the excitation between the

ground and first excited states of the lattice wavefunction. As shown in Fig. 1(e) and upper

panel of Fig. 2(a), the THz pulse with 375 kV/cm induces a transient ferroeletric state

that is characterized by the non-oscillatory behavior of Qf between 8 and 12.5 ps. On the

other hand, transient ferroeletricity can be barely triggered by a THz pulse with higher

strength (500 kV/cm). The THz-induced ferroeletricity and its strength dependence can

be explained in terms of phonon excitation by the THz pulse, as displayed in Fig. 2(b).

The THz pulse with appropriate strength allows excitation to the first excited state (ψ1)

from the ground state (ψ0) shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). It is worth noting that the linear

combination between ground and first excited states provides two degenerate ferroeletric

states, which have opposite electric polarization (ψ0 + ψ1 and ψ0 − ψ1). When a single-

cycle THz pulse is applied, the symmetry of the excited state along Qf is broken and

ferroeletricity emerges. By contrast, a high field strength THz pulse promotes transitions to
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FIG. 2. Mechanism of the THz field-induced phase transition from the quantum paraeletric state.

(a) Time profiles of expectation value of FES mode (Qf ) perturbed by a THz pulse with 375 kV/cm

(top panel) and 500 kV/cm (bottom panel) field strength. (b) Schematic image of the phase

transition from the quantum paraeletric state. (c) Ground and (d) first excited states of the

quantum paraeletric phase in SrTiO3. Time profile of the SHG signal induced by a THz pulse with

(e) 375 kV/cm and (f) 500 kV/cm. The red dashed line in (a) is a guide to the eye for the zero

level. The red dashed line in (E) is a guide to the eye for range of the transient ferroeletric stat.

The inset of (f) shows the relation between the SHG signal and the FES mode distortion evaluated

by TDDFT calculations.

excited states much higher in energy and produces a light-mixed state equivalent to thermally

excited paraeletric state, which spreads over the full double-well potential. Details about

the ferroeletric lattice wavefunction in the quantum paraeletric phase are discussed in the

Supplemental Material [28].

In recent experimental results [3, 4], the SHG signal of a delayed near-infrared probe has

been interpreted as a signature of the light-induced ferroeletricity in SrTiO3. To evaluate the
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SHG signal from the lattice wavefunction, we calculated the relation between the SHG signal

and Qf from TDDFT calculation with distorted geometry along the FES mode direction (see

the inset of Fig. 3(f)) [34]. With tetragonal SrTiO3 geometries distorted along the FES mode

direction, we evaluated the response of the current by applying a 1.55 eV probe pulse with

40 fs duration. To connect the time-profile of SHG to the 2D model quantities, the obtained

SHG signal is fitted as a function of Qf with polynomial parameters: SHG(Qf) =
∑3

i ci|Qf |i.

Relying on this relation, we estimated the time-profile of the SHG signal, as shown in

Figs. 2(e) and 2(f). The SHG signal induced by the 375 kV/cm THz pulse exhibits the

non-oscillatory behavior similar to the time-profile of Qf . On the other hand, excitation

with THz pulse of higher intensity (500 kV/cm) leads to a fast decay of the SHG signal,

resulting in oscillations that touch zero. Similar to the experimental observations [3, 4], our

TDDFT calculation reveals that the non-oscillatory behavior of the SHG signal can be a

key fingerprint of the transient ferroeletric state. Details on the procedure used to evaluate

the SHG signal from TDDFT calculations are discussed in the Supplemental Material [28].

Terahertz field-induced transient ferroeletricity can be obtained with a single reso-

nant THz pulse and realistic dissipation. To investigate the condition for the THz-

induced transient ferroeletricity, we evaluated the time-averaged Qf value as follows:

Qavg
f = 1

t1

´ t0+t1
t0

Qf (t)dt, where t0 is the time at the end point of the pulse and t1 = 12 ps.

First, we investigated the effect of the THz pulse frequency on transient ferroeletric-

ity, as shown in Fig. 3(a). We employed a single-cycle THz pulse with frequency ω,

E(t) = E0cos(2πωt)sin
2(2π

10
ωt), as shown in Fig. 1(d). When we apply the resonant THz

pulse (ω = 0.5 THz) with the dissipation rate γ = 0.9 THz, we observe non-oscillatory

behavior with large values of Qavg
f for a wide range of THz field strength. On the other

hand, a near-resonant THz pulse with ω = 0.8 THz provides suppressed Qavg
f values and

an off-resonant THz pulse with ω = 1.0 THz gives negligible Qavg
f values. As a conse-

quence, while a non-oscillatory behavior of Qf (t) is observed with resonant ω = 0.5 THz

and near-resonant ω = 0.8 THz frequencies, there is no plateau with off-resonant frequency

(ω = 1.0 THz), as shown in Fig. 3(b). This result indicates that the resonant THz pulse

effectively excites the FES mode from the ground state to the first excited state, and tran-

sient ferroelectricity is formed as a superposition of the ground and first excited states. In

contrast, off-resonant THz pulses hardly lead to transient ferroelectricity. It is notable that

single-cycle THz pulses, which contain a broad frequency spectrum, allow for the excitation
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FIG. 3. Effects of frequency and dissipation on THz-induced dynamics in SrTiO3. (a) Time-

averaged value of FES displacement and (b) time profiles of Qf and Qc at various THZ frequencies

ω and γ = 0.9 THz. (c) Time-averaged value of the FES displacement and (d) time profiles of Qf
and Qc at various dissipation rate γ and ω = 0.5 THz. In (a) and (c), the pink arrows indicate the

specific points for the time-profiles in (b) and (d).

between ground and first excited states even with near-resonant condition.

We also investigated the effect of the dissipation rate γ on the THz-induced transient

ferroeletricity with resonant frequency as shown in Fig. 3(c). Considering that our simpli-

fied 2D lattice system does not have other dissipation channels (e.g., electron-phonon and

phonon-phonon interactions), the experimentally observed dissipation ratio is required to de-

scribe realistic dynamics for this lattice wavefunction. Without dissipation (γ = 0 THz) and

with γ = 0.6 THz, SrTiO3 hardly exhibits transient ferroeletricity but provides thermally
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excited behavior such as oscillating Qc (see Fig. 3(d)). On the other hand, the experimen-

tally observed dissipation rate (γ = 0.9 THz) [33] and higher rates (γ = 1.0 THz) provide a

wide range of field strengths for transient ferroeletricity. These results indicate that realistic

dissipation is needed to obtain transient ferroelectricity.

Recently, a plethora of experimental and theoretical studies on light-induced ferroelec-

ticity in perovskite materials have been reported [3, 4, 27, 35, 36]. Among these studies,

our results well reproduce the experimental observation of THz field-induced ferroeletricity

in SrTiO3 [3]. In these experiments, a single-cycle THz pulse was applied on SrTiO3 and

resulted in a non-oscillatory SHG signal at optical frequencies, signature of the transient

ferroeletric phase. Similar to this observation, we also obtained the non-oscillatory SHG

signal and revealed the mechanism underlying this phenomenon. In the same THz-induced

SHG traces as well as in optical depolarization signals, the experiments also observed coher-

ent oscillations, indicating the excitation of the anti-ferrodistortive and FES modes in the

ferroeletric state. In our simplified lattice model Hamiltonian, the oscillation of the anti-

ferrodistortive mode is neglected. Considering the relation between the SHG signal and the

FES mode coordinate (SHG(Qf) = SHG(−Qf)), the doubled frequency of the FES in the

THz-induced SHG signal indicates paraeletric state which shows the motion of FES mode

oscillation over the zero point (Qf = 0). We propose that this behavior of frequency dou-

bling can be experimentally observed under high temperature or high intensity conditions,

leading to a thermally excited paraeletric state rather than ferroeletric state.

In conclusion, we investigated THz field-induced transient ferroelectricity in quantum

paraelectric SrTiO3. We solved the time-dependent 2D lattice Schrödinger-Langevin equa-

tion to simulate the action of a THz pulse on the material. We found that transient fer-

roeletricity is realized upon application of a THz pulse with moderate field strength and

considering a realistic dissipation rate. The main mechanism of this transient ferroeletricity

lies in the excitation between ground and first excited states of the quantum paraeletric

phase induced by the symmetry-breaking single-cycle THz pulse. In agreement with previ-

ous experimental reports [3, 4], we verified that the non-oscillatory SHG signal is a signature

of transient ferroelectricity. We also found that the resonant frequency of the THz pulse

and realistic dissipation ratios are required in order to trigger this non-equilibrium phase

transition. Our study not only does reproduce the recent experimental observations, but

also provides microscopic details that emphasize the importance of the quantum paraeletric

9



phase in this phenomenon.
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